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In Plato’s Symposium, a priestess tells the story of a creature
with four arms, four legs and two heads that was cut in
half. One part now seeks the other to be whole again. This
image displays the power of human desire. Plato uses the
metaphor of physical union and romantic love to display
the love between a philosopher and Wisdom.

Plato’s philosopher is a lover. The lover is always lacking,
desiring, seeking. To be truly wise is to bridge that gap of
longing and to know the Good. The enlightened one breaks
free of the shackles that bound him to ordinary perception
and ascends out of the cave into the presence of the true
light. Returning to the world of illusion, however, the
philosopher stammers. He must use metaphor and dialectic
to encourage an understanding of what seems beyond
conceptualization. He is further debilitated in that he finds
himself once again in the shadows and must now trust
memory to measure his words against experience.

Epiphany
I have spent most of my life a philosopher— seeking
wisdom; seeking to understand principles that would help
answer questions of meaning that are human and timeless.
My work is in the philosophy of knowledge and language.
I study the limits of understanding and expression to see
if it is possible to know anything beyond what science can
say. At forty years of age, I was finishing my crowning
achievement, my doctoral dissertation, when I received an
answer in a most unexpected way.

I lost everything that I loved - everything that constituted
my intellectual and emotional world - on the same day. I
crashed hard. But after the darkest night of my life, a new
world broke open to me. I experienced what is described
best as pure love. It overwhelmed me. I felt I was no longer
a seeker of wisdom, but was in the presence of Wisdom. I
was no longer analyzing and dissecting to discover the
meaning of life, I experienced the meaning of life.

Looking back, I see that the pattern is a familiar one. One
avenue to mystical experience is the Way of the Cross, and
philosophers of the East describe the destruction of the
ego as the path to Enlightenment. It makes sense that some
great trial can open up to tremendous realization and
rapture. My trials seemed quite ordinary, but they too
allowed me to experience how truly extraordinary the
world can be.

Certainly there are other ways, but this was my way: Four
years of dissertation work were rejected by my adviser,
and the love of my life, after waiting for four years, refused
my proposal of marriage. (‘I don’t want wrong ideas
propagated,’ and ‘No. No. No…It’s over,’ ring faintly in
my mind’s ear.) Life forced me to let go. My ego shattered
when it hit bottom, I surrendered, and something truly
amazing happened. My love became selfless and I
overflowed with joy. Nothing in my external circumstances
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changed, but after having the worst day of my life, I had
the best day of my life. Each night I went to sleep expecting
that this joy would vanish by morning and each morning
I woke surprised it was still there.

During those weeks, my way of being in the world had
changed and, tempered with a philosophical attitude, I
sought to understand my experience for what it was. Here
I want to capture some of the insights I gained through
this extraordinary way of being. I felt I was in touch with
the source of genuine religious feeling, and connected with
the goal of Plato’s ascent. But this enlightenment was not
at all what I expected it to be.

Discovery
First of all, I was not mixed in some great tapioca of unity.
Everything was in clear relief. I was still my self, but I felt
in flow with the rhythm of the world. I was not a step
behind nor a step ahead. I was completely in the present.
Nor did my being ascend outside of the company of this
world to some lone and lofty place. I was still here, happy
in the thick of civilization, but I was filled with a generous
heart and it was flung wide open. I was truly astounded
by each person I engaged. No one was ordinary. It seemed
that by listening with openness and love, I evoked from
each person great wisdom. Nor was I compelled to
distance myself from the gravity of the physical. I enjoyed
the senses more than I ever had. Colors were brighter;
smells were delicious; and I licked plates clean with
satisfaction, but I also had no sense of clinging to anything
as a possession. There was a gain both in receiving and in
giving at the right time to the right person. I was a conduit
of getting and letting go; I felt as though I were conducting
a whirlwind. Nor was I anxious to leave this life for a
great beyond. I did not look to rest peacefully in an
afterworldly goal. Life here and now became an adventure.
Each moment was full of amazing possibilities. I
understood the metaphor of awakening. I felt like I was
alive for the first time. There was such joy in all existence,
and such an acceptance of all that is, that I felt even in
death there’d be no loss. The question of immortality was
not answered but ceased to be meaningful. The feeling I
had could not be improved by its indefinite perpetuation.
I wanted no more than what was present to me, for no
longer than it was given.

The strangeness of certain aspects of my experience showed
me what I had been doing wrong as a philosopher and
what I now hope to maintain in my attitude toward life
and learning.
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1. As a philosopher, I should be life-affirming
and not seek escape.
Nietzsche’s observations are loaded with insight; they
present a great warning and a great hope. In Thus Spoke
Zarathustra, he criticizes philosophers who are ‘despisers
of the body’, ‘preachers of death’ and ‘preachers of the
afterworld’. He says, ‘It was suffering and incapacity that
created all afterworlds—this and that brief madness of bliss
which is experienced only by those who suffer most
deeply.’ (1976, p.143)

Plato can be seen as a despiser of all things material when
he portrays the soul as ‘imprisoned in and clinging to the
body’. As a result, the soul ‘is forced to examine other
things through it as through a cage and not by itself’. But
this prison needs no bars. ‘Philosophy sees that the worst
feature of this imprisonment is that it is due to desires, so
that the prisoner himself is contributing to his own
incarceration most of all.’ (Phaedo, p.82e)

…every pleasure and every pain provides, as it were,
another nail to rivet the soul to the body and to weld
them together…because of this, it can have no part in
the company of the divine, the pure, the uniform.
(Phaedo, p.83d)

In the Phaedrus, Plato portrays the soul as a charioteer with
two winged steeds. The soul flies up to peer into the
celestial spheres, but the horse that represents sensual
desire disrupts the ascent and drives the soul crashing to
the earth, breaking the wings of love. The best of charioteers
thus only catch a glimpse of the Good. And in the love-
madness of a philosopher, Plato sees a recollection of that
beatific vision.

The Buddha preached nothingness and Christ spoke of
heaven. Nietzsche believed that this, like Plato’s dualism,
sprang from dissatisfaction with life and the will to escape
it. Nietzsche calls Christianity ‘Platonism for the people’.
In his Genealogy of Morals, he describes it as the flower of
ressentiment. A race of slaves, intent on dragging down
their masters, preached a self-serving universal love that
would assuage their misery and fantasized a kingdom in
which they would be the powerful and happy. As despisers
of life and the body, then, philosophers may ‘listen to the
preachers of death and themselves preach afterworlds.’
(1976, p.145)

Certainly followers may act from fear and weakness and
be ripe for leaving this world, but not Buddha nor Christ.
One must take care in understanding the force of
metaphors. I found that the ‘nothingness’ sought is a
destruction of the attachment that drowsily dampens a
superior experience of the world, and that heaven is indeed
among us as a different way of being in the world and with
other people.

Attachment, as the Buddha taught, is the cause of suffering.
It is attachment to a pleasure or an aversion to a pain, rather
than the experience of them, that hampers enlightenment.
The ego is annihilated when attachment is overcome. The
stoic capacity to abjure from pleasures and be unaffected
by pains can be a way to detach, but it is part of the method

and has no place in the result. Detachment brings an
acceptance that allows for the full experience of what it is
present, without prejudice. Wanting or avoiding the same
again is the trap that turns the passions into a prison. I
found that when I held no regrets about the past and no
expectations about the future, the fullness of life manifested
in a new freedom and an unparalleled enjoyment of its
richness.

Rejecting the body and foreswearing physical pleasure is
indeed like carrying the canoe on your shoulders and
walking with it once you’ve reached the other shore. On
the other shore, I discovered no desert of nothing, but a
paradise made of this same world transformed. Being
passionate, but unattached to any particular object or
outcome, allowed me to experience this world as heaven
here on earth. Approaching people without expectation
and listening without judgment introduced me to the
community of saints.

There are several ways to pursue stoical behavior. Pursuing
it from an attitude of dissatisfaction with life smacks of
resentment and betrays an attachment to desires that have
been thwarted. Pursuing it to foster a loving acceptance is
life-affirming.

Ironically, the harshest critic of slave morality did come to
glimpse the true nature of the surrender to God’s will
preached by Jewish mystics. Nietzsche ultimately
advocated that one should will an eternal recurrence of
the same.

Suppose you were to discover that

‘…this life as you now live it and have lived it, you will
have to live once more and innumerable times more;
and there will be nothing new in it, but every pain and
every joy and every thought and sigh and everything
immeasurably small or great in your life must return
to you—all in the same succession and sequence…’
(Nietzsche, 1976, p.101)

Would this thought crush you or elate you? What greater
test of complete acceptance can there be? And ‘how well
disposed would you have to become to yourself and to life
to crave nothing more fervently than this ultimate eternal
confirmation and seal?’ (Nietzsche, 1976, p.101)

Philosophy can be practised as an escape from life. And
this intolerance of one’s own existence can manifest as an
escape to suffering or industry just as well as an escape
from it. Must not the philosopher recognize that the world
is full of suffering to overcome? Must he not earn with
blood his bit of bread? I had been using philosophy as an
escape that was driven by a subtle self-hatred. In my
epiphany, the love I felt extended even to myself and I
realized that I was not allowing myself to be happy. I had
shared Nietzsche’s prejudice that the blissfully happy are
naïve escapists and shared the philosopher’s prejudice that
the truth must be complex and difficult. I had come to
believe that denial and intense effort was the way to
spiritual development and wisdom. Imagine my surprise
when I experienced the world as good, and recognized my
body as an opening to this world rather than a cage. I saw
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that suffering and complexity were habits of fear. Life
became easy and simple. No great price needed to be paid,
no abstract puzzle needed to be solved. Embarrassingly
enough, everything important distilled down to loving
honestly and letting go of fear and this truth was available to
everyone, not merely to an elite core.

2. As a philosopher, I should listen with
childlike inquisitiveness.
Nietzsche admired Plato’s aristocratic spirit and the many
masks he wore. Plato described the training of the
philosopher as a rigorous intellectual voyage fit only for
the few. But Socrates was not so elitist. Socrates would go
into the streets of Athens and talk with anyone who was
willing to engage him. I believe Socrates when he claimed
merely to be a midwife of knowledge. Socrates learned
through the art of listening to people. Listening allowed
him to develop the art of questioning and dialogue. And
true listening must be done from an attitude of ignorance.
There is something to learn; something I do not know that
this person is trying to tell me.

Before my epiphany, I - secretly of course - believed that
my training and effort had provided me with a superior
perspective. I was a person who knew things and could
dismiss other things. But in my experience of the world
after my epiphany, life became a mystery to me again and
I literally learned from every person that I met. I approached
with a genuine interest in what truth their world held, and
recognized that their world was also my world.

I’m convinced Socrates cultivated the epiphany I
experienced, though this may be masked through the veil
of Plato, because only then would some of the things
Socrates believed actually make sense. No sensible person
would believe, as he did, except as some perverse
inversion, that the better man cannot be harmed by the
worse (in the Apology) and that evil or injustice should not
be returned for evil (in the Crito and Gorgias). But nothing
was more certain to me as well, and this certainty had
nothing to do with afterworlds. It had to do with what
brought joy. The largeness of this experience could not be
hampered by the smallness of resentment. I saw that people
acting from resentment were harming themselves more
than the target of their spite. Those wielding such daggers
were seen as small, fearful creatures scratching futilely at
an impenetrable cloak of light and by so doing they were
holding themselves back from an experience of happiness.

The world of philosophy is not immune to resentment. It
can be the cruellest of arenas, where people meet with
sharpened tools, ready to cut and criticize and show their
mastery. The philosopher can express a hegemonous will
to power. How bold is it to capture the entire universe in
the net of your concepts and sanction its activities only by
the laws of your own ideas? The philosopher’s will to
power turns into a battle against the unknown and fosters
a fear of the greatest evil: Finding oneself to be wrong, or
–perhaps even worse—finding another to be right. This
latter discovery unmasks his feigned dominance in the
presence of what must be some other contender for the
throne of the universe. And so a philosopher may build
his own castle of ideas and seal himself inside, protecting

it to the bitter end. He may take each question as an assault
and challenge, while he launches assaults at his
competitors.

The compulsion to be right can limit understanding, but
the philosopher as a lover can be truly inquisitive. She can
be open to the world and to new ways of understanding it.
As Plato says, ‘jealousy has no place in the celestial choir.’
(Phaedrus, p.247a) The pride of ego can be put aside and
one can engage in the final transformation of the spirit that
Nietzsche recommends: The lion becomes a child. The child
is without the shame of youth, and is free to be honest to
the core and fearless.

The child is innocence and forgetting, a new beginning,
a game, a self-propelled wheel, a first movement, a
sacred ‘yes’. For the game of creation, my brothers, a
sacred ‘yes’ is needed… (1976, p.139)

3. As a philosopher, I should be a free spirit.
The journey of a philosopher can be an escape from life or
it can be the hot pursuit of life. Dressed in finery, it can be
cruel and vivisecting or, undressed and inquisitive, it can
love, and seek, and create. Philosophy should be done from
love and not from fear, however deeply hidden in contempt
or virtue. The philosopher should know what Nietzsche
did know: Fear makes you small. Hence Nietzsche
encouraged the philosopher to be a free spirit.

Nietzsche criticizes moral philosophers as ‘preachers of
virtue’ who advocate deep and restful sleep. For Nietzsche
they write a prescription to tame adventure and betray a
timid approach to life. In the height of my epiphany, I
found myself acting not from prescriptions but as near to
ex nihilo as one could get. There was a sense of immense
freedom. Everything was a surprise to me, including what
I might do next. My way of being was not confined to
convention - it was beyond good and evil - but it issued
more in what we’d want to call ‘good’. There was no set
law, but the creativity of spirit was caring and life-
affirming. Virtuous actions flowed from this experience
but seldom in the way one would expect.

Cataloguing the actions of a person moved by this
experience of love can issue in moral laws. And I suspect
that experience and actions may be so intimately linked
that by imitating such actions - for themselves rather than
for some further benefit - one might back into the experience
that generated them. This may be the purpose of the
Eightfold Path and the Sermon on the Mount. Performing
the acts of one moved by the spirit might be a technique to
gain the disposition that produces such actions. If so, virtue
for its own sake is not for its own sake but for the good of
that person you would become. This Augustine and Pascal
seem to realize in their admonition to those of little faith:
first act as if you believe - do those things that those who
do believe would do - and then faith will come. Ritual, too,
may have the power to transform and sustain.

But actions are effects and adhering to doctrine can easily
become a form of idolatry; what flows naturally from the
spirit of love can be imprisoning as dogma, if it’s merely
imitation. Despite Kant, virtuous actions done merely out
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of duty are not done in the right way. Duty speaks to
method. The virtuous person overflows into action. One is
moved, like Rumi and Hafiz were moved, and experiences
life as a dance, a celebration, or a lover - not to be
approached timidly, but boldly and in Allegro.

There are many paths to peak experience and, no doubt,
many varieties as well. It is not an elitist affair. The
downtrodden and tormented are especially poised to come
by their cross to an awakening, much more readily than
those satisfied with their station in life. The danger is that,
born again, one can take this experience as a stamp for
pre-existing doctrine. And doctrine may be clung to long
after the spirit that filled it with meaning has faded.
Clinging to worn doctrine may sometimes be better than
using the notion of the spirit of love to sanction selfish
exploits, but I should attempt always to open my heart
rather than merely let my head dominate my actions.

An Invitation
In the height of my epiphany, I attempted to assess my
experience plainly without jumping to metaphysical
conclusions. The Buddha himself was no metaphysician.
He did not produce a doctrine about a God or an
afterworld. He claimed only that there was a way out from
suffering in an experience of sustained bliss. God, The
Beloved, The Friend, The Good, are all metaphors, but
metaphors expressing a content. The experience of this
love can fill the world. The world can wax with divinity
and evoke awe or it can wane in brute fact. For me, there
was a strong sense of redemption and the most remarkable
coincidences occurred. It was as if life were facilitating my
progress now that I no longer resisted it. But was this sense
of providence merely the flipside of loving acceptance? To
say otherwise would take much faith and argument.

Hafiz bids us to dance, not to dirge and await an afterworld.
Hafiz advises that we “Say, ‘Love, give me back my wings.
Lift me, lift me nearer.’” He encourages us to “Say to our dear
Friend ‘I will take you up now, Beloved, on that wonderful
Dance you Promised!’” (1996, p.73) Nietzsche says, ‘I would
believe only in a god who could dance’, (1976, p.153) but still
he doubts the source of Hafiz’ jubilance: “even that
accommodating and playful surrender to the affects, as
Hafiz and Goethe taught it, that bold dropping of the reins,
that spiritual-physical licentia morum…This too, for the
chapter, ‘Morality as Timidity.’” (1989, p.110)

Certainly one such as Hume, too satisfied with pride and
possessions, would protest against the certainty or existence
of anything we would want to call an experience of higher
love or the Good. What Hafiz, or Plato, might say to quell
Hume or Nietzsche’s scepticism is captured in Rumi’s verse:

Think how it is to have a conversation with an embryo.
You might say, ‘The world outside is vast and intricate.
There are wheatfields and mountain passes,

and orchards in bloom.
At night there are millions of galaxies, and in sunlight

the beauty of friends dancing at a wedding.’
You ask the embryo why he, or she, stays cooped up

in the dark with eyes closed.
Listen to the answer.

There is no ‘other world.’
I only know what I’ve experienced.
You must be hallucinating. (Rumi, 1996, p.71)

For Hafiz, you can postpone but not escape the birth into
a larger world.

You have been invited to meet The Friend.
No one can resist a Divine Invitation.
That narrows down all our choices to just two:

We can come to God Dressed for Dancing,
Or be carried on a stretcher to God’s Ward.
(Hafiz, 1996, p.3)

What I have presented here is my experience, and it is
anecdotal. But philosophy as a way of life is a personal
journey and a labor of love. And so I ask, as Nietzsche
would, with genuine interest, ‘This is my way; where is
yours?’ (1976, p.307) How do you dress for dancing? And
I confess that, in the end, what I learned the day I was not
a philosopher is said more simply by the Beatles:

‘All you need is love.’
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Biographical footnote: It has been a little over a year since
the ‘Philosophy as a Way of Life’ conference in Liverpool.
In that short time, the circumstances of my life have once
again changed dramatically. I proposed on the weekend
of the conference in London at St. Martin in the Fields (and
this time heard, ‘yes’). I finished and successfully defended
my overly-verbose dissertation, The Tacit and the Ineffable:
Frege and Wittgenstein on the Distinction between Language as
a Calculus and Language as the Universal Medium. I was
married and we now have a beautiful baby boy. I see the
love I felt strongest now when I look into his sparkling
gummy grin.
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